
 

Cinema For All is dedicated to helping volunteers bring film to their communities. As the national organisation 
for community cinema development and support, we truly believe that all means all - all people should have 
the access to the cinema they want to see, wherever they are. A shared cinema experience can be magical, and 
has the ability to impact and transform communities in a way few other art forms can. 
 
‘Seaford Community Cinema has widened our horizon and sensibilities. This ‘transplant’ has revitalised us, and 
raised our expectation of developments. If Seaford Community Cinema ceased, our community's heart would 
beat slower.’ A Seaford Community Cinema audience member. 
 
Cinema For All is also passionate about film discovery - the sharing of cinema through film education in a way 
that deepens audience engagement with what is being projected onto the big screen. With that in mind, we 
have created a series of film discovery materials to help you expand your film education offering to your 
audience. These materials are aimed at groups that have not yet experimented with film education activities, 
but can be used by anyone wishing to introduce group discussions, guest speakers/ audience Q&As or film 
presentations to their activities. 
 
The Film Discovery 101 pack comprises of a series of help-sheets designed to help you experiment with film 
education through 3 key activities: 
 

 holding a post-film discussion  

 inviting a guest speaker/ conducting a Q&A 

 creating a film discovery presentation (coming soon) 
 

In addition, the Film Discovery 101 pack includes 6 fact-sheets surrounding a menu of films that can help you 
get started: 
The Film Discovery 101 Film Menu 

 Neruda 

 The Red Balloon 

 Hidden Figures* 

 Alice in the Cities 

 The Passion of Joan of Arc  

 The Olive Tree 
 
All of these films are available from the Cinema For All Booking Scheme for only £85 (as Hidden Figures is part 
of the MPLC collection, the fee is either £85mg or 35% of your box office total, whichever is greater). To book, 
go to cinemaforall.org.uk/bookingscheme.  
 
We also have additional programme notes on a range of films, including The Eagle Huntress, Moonlight and Life 
Animated, which can be downloaded at http://cinemaforall.org.uk/advice/film-discovery-101.   
 
We hope you find the Film Discovery 101 pack useful, and enjoy working with it and the documents it entails. 
We are very interested to hear your feedback, so please head to: 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/YZGVPBM after your activities and let us know your thoughts. As a thank 
you for sending us your feedback, you will be entered into a competition to win a full year’s Sight and Sound 
subscription (one entry per organisation – winner will be drawn at random on 5th January 2018).   
 
Film Discovery 101 is supported by the BFI Audience Award. www.cinemaforall.org.uk    
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